OLD FOLKS GOLF LEAGUE - 2018 CARLOWDEN OUTING
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 5, 2018 - 10:00AM TEE TIME
DIRECTIONS: The course is about 70 miles north of Utica – driving time last year was about 1 hour and 20
minutes. If you are using a GPS, the address is 4105 Carlowden Rd., Carthage, NY. Take Route 12N to
Lowville where 12N merges with Route 26. Stay on 26N for about 9 miles and look for Old State Road on the
LEFT and then a LEFT on Carlowden Road.
FORMAT: We will have 6 two-man teams and play a modified scramble. The 2-team members each hit drives
from their respective tees. Then they switch and play their second strokes from their partner’s drive. With two
balls in play after two shots, the team picks one and scrambles from there. NOTE: If you make a mistake and
forget to switch on the second shot, correct your mistake – no penalty. NOTE: If you TEE off and go OB, or in
a water hazard, or lost, or unplayable, your partner can drop a ball at point of exit etc and hit 3 from there –
chances are you won’t select that third shot for your scramble ball but you never know!
SKINS: Pay $5.00 to Ed Trzepacz on arrival for team skins.
CLOSEST-TO-THE-PIN: Holes 2, 4, 6, and 16 – bring a tape measure for your foursome in case the course
only has a couple.
DINNER: A steak dinner after golf, cash bar, nothing at the turn.
RULES: Play rake and replace in traps if necessary; when hitting your second shots from your partner’s
location, you can substitute your favorite brand of ball for his; max score on any hole is a 7; scramble balls in
the rough must be played from rough – no using the 1 club length rule to reach the short grass. Gimmies are 18
inches.
Chairman: Stan Potrzeba
Format and Teams: Kubat – this is a new format for us, I do not know how it will play out – enjoy the day!
TEAMS and TEE-OFF ORDER:
10:00 AM
COREY
PACIELLO

10:10 AM
LUPINSKI
LEE - GOLD

10:20 AM
BRITTON
SONNY - GOLD

WALSH
KENNEY

KANTOR
POTRZEBA - GOLD

KUBAT
TRZEPACZ - GOLD

On par 3’s: for example, the A player hits the green off the tee while the B player lands in a green side trap; so
the A man plays his second from the trap while the B man putts his second shot – after both play their seconds
then you choose the better one and scramble. Or, say both tee shots on a par 3 are on the green (yeah, right!)
just follow the format – both putt the other guy’s tee ball for a birdie attempt and scramble the tap-ins!

